The physiologic mechanisms of variable decelerations.
The purpose of this study was to determine the cause and physiologic consequences of variable decelerations. Previous studies of heart rate changes in human and experimental animals were critically reviewed with respect to the autonomic nervous system component, the cause of the increased vagal activity, and the role of cord compression or other stimuli in these heart rate changes. There is abundant evidence from experimental and human studies that variable decelerations can be reproduced by either cord compression or head compression. The vagal reflex produced is probably caused by a combination of chemoreflex (earlier in the deceleration) and baroreflex (later). The variable deceleration is accompanied by an acidosis, primarily respiratory, and probably hypoxemia. Cord compression results in decreased umbilical blood flow. Recent Doppler velocimetry studies suggest that even though the variable decelerations may be similar in duration and depth, the reduction of umbilical blood flow may be greater when the prime cause is cord compression than when the prime cause is vagal reflex from another source.